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BIGGER Picture

SEE THE MUCH MUCH

GGER PICTURE!

BI

Source: https://elisestevens.co/podcast-33-pmo/

Let us rather Zoom out, the above picture looks too chaotic for me!

PURPOSE: We are faced with thousands of daily tasks and options
that seem to be overwhelming, so this article will Zooooooom out
(thousands of times) for you to see the BIGGER picture and provide
you with an overall summary of our Life from before cradle to after
grave.
Version 1.1, January 2020
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1. INTRODUCTION:
Below are three pictures depicting the typical phases our lives go through from a Young
Adult to a Mature Adult (Pensioners excluded, as their pictures will tell a different story).
Note that in this Article I will refer to Spirit and Soul as referring to the same thing, BUT the
experts will disagree and have a better distinction. However, my purpose is to keep this article
as simple as possible (also aimed at young people) and I am trying to communicate an overall
concept only.

1.1

As Young Adult:

This is someone that just started working and the Picture below illustrates typically what they
would be thinking off (“a picture is worth a 1000 words”…):

Picture source: https://www.iconfinder.com/icons/1901959/buy_car_currency_finance_loan_money_vehicle_icon

1.2

As an Adult:

As a person ages, get married and start a family, our needs change/increase and we are
forced to think wider in more detail:

Picture source: https://stock.adobe.com/images/human-head-with-brain-icon-with-icons-of-house-car-money-family-healthyinside-the-head-icon-graph-of-life-needs-thinking-concept/201682117
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A “Mature Adult”:

When we really get “bogged down in life”, our “life picture” changes to something like the
below showing all the different (chaotic) things we are faced with:

Picture source: https://elisestevens.co/podcast-33-pmo/

Let us say that the above phases refer to YOUR “Orange Dots”, each at a different period of
our lives! Within each of these “Orange Dot periods”, a lot of things are going on in our lives
and we are focused on them in the moment.

A young adult’s Orange Dot will therefore look a little different from a mature adult’s Dot, so
in each person’s Orange Dot, there will be different challenges people will be faced with.
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2. TYPICAL VISION, MISSION AND “STRATEGIC”
OBJECTIVES BASED ON OUR ORANGE DOTS:
So what would the Vision, Mission and “Strategic” Objectives of a person be at each of the
above phases of their lives? (since all articles are also aimed at children, you should do an
Internet Search if you do not know what a “Vision”, “Mission” or “Strategic Objectives”
mean).
Typically, these would be something like this:

Possible VISION:
To be Wealthy and Healthy one day!

Possible MISSION:
To make as much money as Possible
To regularly exercise

Possible “STRATEGIC” OBJECTIVES:
Get a High Paying Job
Make sure to get promoted quickly and often
Marry someone rich,
To go to gym x2 per week, etc…

By the way, why did I place the word “Strategic” in Inverted Commas / Quotation Marks?
Because when you zoom out totally, the objectives you state for yourself while on earth is
hardly strategic! They are actually very short term, “waste-of-time” objectives if they are
focussed on your Orange Dot only!
If you Zoomed out and looked at your life from Thousands of feet above, would

you still
have the same Vision, Mission and Strategic Objectives? Read on and
then let us see…
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3. LET US START ZOOMING OUT

As stated, “Zooming out” refers to looking at our lives thousands of feet above our current
situation, so below I have created two diagrams depicting on a very high level, how our lives
start and “flow” to the “end”. The first diagram shows a zoomed out summary, while
Diagram 2 further down will show a more detailed zoomed out picture.

Diagram 1 – zoomed out, but summarised:

The above will be unpacked in more detail during Diagram 2, but in summary, we have God
and our Parents as input to ensure we are created (orange part), then we will live our lives
on earth (green part with our different “life dots”) and at the end, God will determine where
we (our Spirit) will go afterwards, depending on the life we lived on earth (blue part). Do you
notice some Orange (life) Dots above? Can you remember the reference to the “Orange
dot” earlier above? Each dot represents a point in your life, so in the above diagram a
person will be at different phases of their lives and each will represent an Orange Dot (of
mostly chaos and many plans and things to do).
Now let us look at the above diagram in more detail below:
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Diagram 2 – zoomed out, but in more detailed:

Let us unpack the above in more detail
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4. UNPACKING THE ABOVE DIAGRAM:
4.1

The 3 overall phases:

The diagram identifies 3 Phases our lives go through and typically in any system (including a
computer system), there is an “Input”, “Process” and “Output” phase (note that God is with

you

all the way throughout all the phases):

Area within overall diagram being covered:

4.2

The “INPUT” phase:

Let us look at Phase 1, the “Input” phase:
There are 3 “parties” involved as your “input” to create you, namely:
1)

Firstly and most important is GOD! What we know, God contributes Talents as stated
in the Bible, our Spirit and does He have a hand in which Sperm Cell reaches your
Mother’s Egg…? Psalm 139:16

Area within overall diagram now covered:
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Next up is the parents!
The Mother’s egg (some even with more than one egg) and ±300 000 000 Sperm cells from
Dad! How did Mother and Father come together? Mostly via “Free Will”! Free Will to
choose each other and have a child together. This Free Will means that the Mother’s DNA
and the Father’s DNA mixed to form you. It means that their mix could result in a “good” you
or in a you with mental or physical weaknesses, not your fault and not God’s fault, because
God gave your parents Free Will to choose each other. Is the DNA mix of both parents like
a roll of a dice? Because of this, is this the reason why Jesus felt so troubled over those
with illnesses and weaknesses and wanted to heal them? I have another article entitled
“Free Will, your DNA and Prayer” that expands on this.

4.3

The “INPUT” phase – resulting in YOU:

Area within overall diagram being covered:

OK, now YOU are created 9 months later
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The “PROCESS” phase:

Next is Phase 2, the “Process” phase:
Area within overall diagram being covered now:

Once you are created, your life starts on earth with Billions of “life options/paths” (hence
“Infinity” minus 1 options/paths) your life can follow, depending on your choices you make.
However, OVERALL there are ONLY two paths through life, the “High-way to Hell” or the
“Straight and Narrow to Heaven”. Let me repeat this: Although it seems as if you have
many life options and paths, overall and in the end, there are only two main routes.
This is like Earth having only City A (say “Heaven”) and City B (say “Hell”), two highways to
each and Billions of secondary roads crisscrossing earth all eventually leading to either city
A or B. You can thus travel for years throughout earth on these secondary roads, but in the
end, you either end up on the highway to City A or City B! There is no other option and city.
All these secondary roads will keep you very busy on earth, but will eventually lead you to
one of the highways which will be your final destination…
By the way, your time-line or life-line seems to be predetermined by God (Job 14:5). As
you move throughout life, you will always have an option (“Free Will”) to move from the
wrong highway path to the correct highway path or vice versa, but since you do not know
your time-line, it is better to get onto the correct highway immediately.
The ”Highway to Hell” is much “wider/easier”, being a 50 lane highway, while the “Straight
and Narrow” highway to Heaven is a two lane highway and thus much more difficult due to
all the (physical) life distractions (Matthew 7:13-14). In the above analogy, it also means
that there are more roads leading to City B than to City A. It also means that most
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secondary roads to City B are paved and wide, while the secondary roads to City A are
narrow, often gravel roads with potholes (more difficult to maintain the 10 Commandments),
but worth it in the end!
Throughout your life, you will have a Physical body wanting to take the Highway to Hell and
a Spiritual “body” wanting to take the Highway to Heaven and they will therefore be in
constant conflict! (Galatians 5:17 and 1 Peter 2:11 as examples).
This “Process” phase feels long to us, but time actually flies and how long is your time-line
really?!
Just imagine
Just imagine if you knew exactly what your
time-line was? I think that as time drew
closer, you would probably die of stress
before then!
Actually, some people with a terminal
illness can estimate their time-line and have
an opportunity to get onto the correct
secondary road that leads to the correct
highway as soon as possible.

4.5

The “OUTPUT” phase:

Finally Phase 3, the “Output” phase:
At our end of life, our (physical) Bodies will return to Dust and ONLY our Spirit will move on
for God’s final evaluation where He will decide where our Spirits is worthy to go, based on
the life we lived on earth (based on which secondary roads and highway we were on).
Area within overall diagram now covered:
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You will either be without God forever (Hell) in other words you will move into your new giant
Red Dot that lasts forever or with God in Heaven (in your new giant Green Dot forever),
hence the Infinity signs. This decision lies with God in the end, but you can influence that
decision depending on what you did during your short (time flies) Free Will “Process” phase.
Note that God’s grace may override all, but that decision lies with Jesus (John 5:22, John
5:27, 2Corinthians 5:10 and others).
Source: https://bible.knowing-jesus.com/topics/Jesus-Christ,-Judge

The above just shows that we as humans should not and cannot Judge another and provide
an opinion on another’s life, it will be up to GOD (Romans 2 verse 1 to 4).

I will formulate another article on all these roads, including covering the fact that the Devil
has a huge “magnets” attempting to draw you off-course…
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5. DID YOU SEE ALL THE ORANGE DOTS IN THE
DIAGRAMS?
There are a number of Orange dots within the “Process” Phase and each one represents a
stage in your life, while on earth:

If you would zoom back into one of your Orange Dots, you would see a different picture of
your life on earth based on your maturity, environment and situation, but unfortunately, most
of them would probably look like this:

=

Chaos

when Zoomed IN
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6. DID YOU REALY SEE THE ORANGE DOTS?
I am repeating this one to focus your attention on the fact that we live in and for each of
our Orange Dots, but listen here: “I have seen all the works which have been done under
the sun, and behold, all is vanity and striving after wind”- Ecclesiastes 1:14
Or here: “Do not store up for yourselves treasures on earth, where moth and rust destroy,
and where thieves break in and steal”. - Matthew 6:19

Take a few seconds to take the above in and here are some verses to make you think
deeper:
Do not love the world or anything in the world. If anyone loves the world, love for the Father
is not in them - 1 John 2:15
Do not conform to the pattern of this world, but be transformed by the renewing of your mind.
Then you will be able to test and approve what God’s will is—his good, pleasing and perfect
will - Romans 12:2
What good is it for someone to gain the whole world, yet forfeit their soul? - Mark 8:36
The world and its desires pass away, but whoever does the will of God lives forever - 1 John
2:17
You adulterous people, don’t you know that friendship with the world means enmity against
God? Therefore, anyone who chooses to be a friend of the world becomes an enemy of God
- James 4:4
For everything in the world—the lust of the flesh, the lust of the eyes, and the pride of life—
comes not from the Father but from the world - 1 John 2:16

Do therefore not get stuck in your orange dots!
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7. YOUR “SUCCESSFUL” BOSS
So you have a Managing Director, Director or CEO that is extremely dynamic, works long
hours, very intelligent, a strategic thinker and very “successful”? He/she just bought their
second Ferrari and business is booming because of their insights… Life on earth is good to
him/her. Wow, you look up to him/her for inspiration. Well, you (and your Boss) may not be
zooming out enough! (he/she is probably only 6 feet tall, so not much for you to look up to
:>) You and your Boss need to look up much much higher. No, even higher, up to GOD’s
level where He sees the Bigger picture of our lives and where you can see on which
secondary or highway you are on and to which city are you heading to!.
Why is “successful” above in quotation marks? Because he/she is successful in their current
Orange Dot and may be successful in a few other Orange Dots going forward, BUT… The
“but” is that anything can happen to anybody at any time. The economy can turn, a new
competitor, an accident, an illness like what happened to Steve Jobs and then off course,
the Orange Dots will all end! (natural death) and were they on the right path?.
Here are the challenges your Boss WILL face:



Matthew 6:24; and
Matthew 6:19.

Sorry that you need to look-up so many verses in the Bible, but it is a good opportunity for
you to dust off the Bible, read the important text references and this may inspire you to read
on further. If your boss is unable to “manage” Matthew 6:24, he/she is doomed (actually
Matthew 6:19 as well). Sorry, I as human am not supposed to judge him/her, but it is a
logical fact that they will be Doomed!. He/she will have a few Orange Dots of success and
then Matthew 19:23 to 24 will kick in, unless he/she asks God to help and apply Matthew
19:25-26.
I should have placed “Strategic thinker” in quotation marks as well, because if money, fame
and fortune is your boss’s strategy, it is again flawed, short term and may just cause major
problems at the end of their last Orange Dot.
If your Boss does not overcome Matthew 6:19, 6:24 and Matthew 19:23 and verse 24,
he/she is actually in a big mess or as I said, doomed. How do we help such a person
(someone with money success?). Being very “successful” in an Orange Dot, do you think
they will ever listen to you as a subordinate? Probably not and our aim is to “save souls”
from Judgement (I actually do not like this “Judgement” word, as it sounds like the opposite
of what God stands for, namely “Love”, BUT if we look at our own children, we would
discipline them if we love them like in Proverbs 23:13-14. God however gives the answer
in Hebrews 12:8 why Judgement is necessary). Ok, back to “saving your Boss”: What
about giving them or telling them about this article? In this way you have at least tried, but
paragraph 9 below will always be a risk, even for you…
“In their case the god of this world (MAMMON) has blinded the minds of the unbelievers, to keep
them from seeing the light of the gospel of the glory of Christ, who is the image of God” - 2
Corinthians 4:4
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I can write a whole Article on this paragraph 7, because many are “Unconsciously
incompetent” on this one! They believe that if they can be sombre and wear a suite to
church on Sundays, it is OK to grind or abuse staff on Monday to produce the goods, to
wheel-and-deal and enter into shady deals so as to worship the other (money) god for the
rest of the week…
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8. COMPARING TIME
Below is that overall picture again, but showing timelines in the Red blocks. It takes 1 day to
conceive you, 9 months for your foetus to develop, average of 80 years on earth and then
Infinity. Let me show that in a formula:

1 : 274 : 29220 : ∞
Conceived in 1 day. 274 days to develop. ±29229 days on earth.

∞ afterwards.

Here is a stumbling block: Our 5 senses and our Material Reality makes us believe that
the 80+ years (or less) on earth is the only thing that counts and everybody plans around
them (remember the Land Rover saying “One life, Live it”?).

OUR TIME-LINE CAN BE BROKEN UP INTO THE FOLLOWING PHASES:
In phase 1a – the before YOU, when you not aware of reality
In phase 1b - YOU being Conceived and growing in the womb, but you still not really aware
of reality (some tests have shown certain levels of awareness)
In phase 2a – is YOUR reality on earth and as we said time flies! Your reality will be
dictated by your 5 (weak) senses.
Phase 2b – is your end and the big “split”, body to the grave and soul to God
Phase 3a – is judgement day
Phase 3b – is YOUR final destination
See Red blocks below for the time-lines:

Let us see what the Bible says about Time on Earth:
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“Yet you do not know what your life will be like tomorrow. You are just a vapor that appears
for a little while and then vanishes away”. James 4:14
"Behold, You have made my days as handbreadths, And my lifetime as nothing in Your
sight; Surely every man at his best is a mere breath. Selah. "Surely every man walks about
as a phantom; Surely they make an uproar for nothing; He amasses riches and does not
know who will gather them”. Psalm 39:5-6

Short indeed and we also experiences it every day, because time really flies to us all.

So what must I do?



Zoom out, see YOUR Bigger picture
Live life on earth so that you can get on the correct Secondary Road and Highway

How do I get on the correct road?







Accept Jesus as your saviour (get your Soul saved)
Give thanks
Try to comply with the 10 Commandments out of love and respect for God
Repent if when you fail
Try again
Save other Souls (get other people on the correct road as well)
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9. ALL THE WARNING SIGNS
The below pictures are familiar, but how many people see them, know about the dangers, BUT still choose to ignore them?

Why do we ignore them? Is it just in our nature? Is it our Bad Habits that are difficult to break? This Article is also providing WARNINGS, but
only a few will notice its importance and start focussing on the bigger picture, while the rest will keep on focusing on their Orange Dots of life on
earth and have Visions, Missions and “strategic” Objectives based on their Orange Dots only…!
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10. OVERAL LIFE SUMMARY WITH A PINCH OF EXTRA
DETAIL



















GOD gave your Parents FREE WILL to choose each other, unless your parents asked
GOD beforehand to guide them towards each other via prayer.
Due to FREE WILL, their DNA Mixed to form YOU and that mix could have had a
Positive or Negative result, so if you born with a defect, it was mostly due to FREE
WILL.
Out of 300 000 000 sperm cells, YOU were Born and all your potential Brothers and
Sisters died along the way, so YOU are SPECIAL and thus obviously born with a
PURPOSE - Ephesians 2:10 as an example
GOD however also had a hand in your development, particularly related to your Spirit Psalm 139:13-14 and 1 Corinthians 6:19-20 as examples
GOD also handed out certain Talents to you before or at Birth and 1 Corinthians
12:7-11, 1 Peter 4:10, Romans 12:6 and 1 Corinthians 7:7 highlight this and what
is important for you is to identify what they are as soon as possible.
With those Talents, there is no need to boast - 1 Corinthians 4:7 and James 4:6 as
God despises this, because those Talents are not due to you, but given by God.
You are Born with a Spirit AND a Body - Ephesians 4:4
Both Body and Spirit need to live together while you on earth, but they are mostly in
conflict - Zechariah 4:6
To help ensure you develop optimally within the first few years of your life, your
parents MUST ensure you receive optimal LOVE, Attention and Nutrition.
I believe there is a link between your PURPOSE, your Talents and your Passions, so
where your Passions lie, there could be your PURPOSE…? Proverbs 20:5.
However, talking to GOD is the best way Philippians 2:12-13 to find out what you
Purpose is.
You need to find and accept Jesus as your ONLY saviour John 14:6, and be born
again - John 3:3, John 3:6-7, 1 Peter 1:2-4 and Romans 10:9-10. This will helpyou identify your true PURPOSE and get you onto the right Life Path, else you may
live out your Passions, utilising your God given Talents on the wrong stuff
(Hobbies/profession) and on the incorrect Life Path, “wasting” your short life on earth.
When accepting Jesus as your Saviour, you will become new - 2 Corinthians 5:17
(your Soul is “saved”).
Once you have accepted Jesus, you need to stay on the right “Straight and Narrow”
Life Path and use the 10 Commandments as a guide - Exodus 20:1-17
“Whoever has my commandments and keeps them, he it is who loves me. And he who
loves me will be loved by my Father, and I will love him and manifest myself to him.”
John 14:21



Take note of the most important Commandment which is the basis of God’s Kingdom
and use 1 Corinthians 13:4 as a guide to know if you getting it right.
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To further help you stay on the “Straight and Narrow path”, you need to put on the Full
Armour of God - Ephesians 6:10-18.



To help you after you are “Born Again”, you need to aim to “produce” the Fruits of the
Spirit - Galatians 5:22-23, “but the fruit of the Spirit is love, joy, peace, patience,
kindness, goodness, faithfulness, gentleness and self-control”.



So what is our overall Purpose? Here are a few guidelines:
o

Declare his glory among the nations, his marvellous deeds among all peoples.
(Psalm 96:3)

o

Make known among the nations what he has done, and proclaim that his name is
exalted. (Isaiah 12:4)

o

Therefore go and make disciples of all nations, baptizing them in the name of the
Father and of the Son and of the Holy Spirit, and teaching them to obey
everything I have commanded you. (Matthew 28:19-20)

o

For as the body apart from the spirit is dead, so also faith apart from works is
dead. James 2:26
“and will come forth; those who did the good deeds to a resurrection of life, those

o

who committed the evil deeds to a resurrection of judgment”. John 5:29
“For what will it profit a man if he gains the whole world and forfeits his soul? Or

o

what shall a man give in return for his soul?” Matthew 16:26



o

In short, you need to accept Jesus as your saviour, Glorify
God in everything, make sure your Soul is thus firstly saved,
then stay on the right path, before aiming to saving (as many)
other Souls.

o

Note that your Purpose may not be that clear and could be an indirect “job” (see
Annexure A below for more clarity)
All the above happens so fast, as our time on earth is limited - Psalm 39:5-6
"Behold, You have made my days as handbreadths, And my lifetime as
nothing in Your sight; Surely every man at his best is a mere breath. Selah.
"Surely every man walks about as a phantom; Surely they make an uproar
for nothing; He amasses riches and does not know who will gather them.



“I have seen all the works which have been done under the sun, and
behold, all is vanity and striving after wind” - Ecclesiastes 1:14
Note that GOD gave you 5 senses (see Proverbs 20:12 and Psalms 94:9) to enjoy
life! So do not just live life, use your 2 eyes to see the beauty of GOD’s creation in 3D,
use your 2 ears to hear the Birds singing, use your taste buds to enjoy all the different
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foods available to you, use your nose to smell a rose and your touch for other
pleasures in bed and see what the Bible has to say:
o
“Behold, what I have seen to be good and fitting is to eat and drink and find
enjoyment in all the toil with which one toils under the sun the few days of his life
that God has given him, for this is his lot”. Ecclesiastes 5:18
o
“Go, eat your bread with joy, and drink your wine with a merry heart, for God has
already approved what you do”. Ecclesiastes 9:7
o
“Rejoice, O young man, in your youth, and let your heart cheer you in the days of
your youth. Walk in the ways of your heart and the sight of your eyes. But know
that for all these things God will bring you into judgment”. Ecclesiastes 11:9
o
“There is nothing better for a person than that he should eat and drink and find
enjoyment in his toil. This also, I saw, is from the hand of God” Ecclesiastes
2:24
Remember everything in moderation! Many things in Nature are in balance, so
maintain a balance in your life as well and look after your Body, as it houses the
important Soul/Spirit. If you Die young due to your neglect, you have missed out on
other Souls you could have helped to save! Your unhealthy lifestyle was thus a
(excuse the Pun) waste of valuable time!
Always remember that the Body and material pleasures are for the short term, while
the Soul/Spirit is for the long term.



In the end: “And the dust returns to the earth as it was, and the spirit returns to God
who gave it” - Ecclesiastes 12:7



So remember that your Body is there to enjoy life in moderation, but is mainly there to
house your important Soul which needs to focus on glorifying God and saving other
souls. Our body is dictated by our 5 senses and I have other articles showing how
limited our 5 senses really are. In short, there are many things out there (e.g.
Electromagnetic spectrum, Quantum fields) we cannot see, hear, taste, feel or smell,
so do not get stuck on the saying “seeing is believing”.



Then comes God’s Judgement, namely “And inasmuch as it is appointed for men to
die once and after this comes judgment” - Hebrews 9:27 or “And if anyone's name
was not found written in the book of life, he was thrown into the lake of fire”. Or 2
Corinthians 5:10, Ecclesiastes 12:14, Matthew 12:36, Revelation 20:11 to 15
etc… to decide where you finally go FOREVER



When developing a computer system, there is often a “Development” phase, then a
“Testing” phase and if adequate, the computer system is placed in “Production” or
rejected. So when looking at our overall Bigger picture above, we are:
o

“Developed” by God and our Parents

o

Being “Tested” on earth; and

o

If we pass (our soul is good and adequate), we go to the “Production”
environment (Heaven), else we are rejected and placed in Hell…
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The Bible is full of warnings, too many different ones to cover here, but some include
warnings against Sin, Money, Greed, Arrogance, Laziness, the Devil, Heaven and
Hell. Do not ignore all these warning signs, “forever” is a very very very long time
and it will be too late to say “if only …”.
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11. NOW A NEW MORE RELEVANT AND REALISTIC
VISION, MISSION AND STRATEGIC OBJECTIVES
BASED ON THE GREEN DOT:
“Set your minds on things that are above, not on things that are on earth” - Colossians 3:2
Ok, considering the Bigger Picture and what really matters in the end, let us formulate a new
Vision, Mission and Strategic Objectives that really matter:

Possible VISION:
To be with God one day!

Possible MISSION:
To work towards achieving my Vision and saving as many Souls as I can (e.g.
Matthew 28:19)

Possible STRATEGIC OBJECTIVES:
Save your own soul and accept Jesus as your saviour
Always try to comply with the 10 Commandments
Talk to God regularly and ask for guidance
Glorify and thank him for everything
Find your Purpose and live it
Live life in moderation
Save Souls for Jesus

Just look at how much this differs from the typical Vision people have!? Funny thing
is that the Visions people often have are actually the things God warns people
against and are in direct competition to the above Vision… (“No man can serve two
masters: for either he will hate the one, and love the other; or else he will hold to the
one, and despise the other, Ye cannot serve God and mammon” - Matthew 6:24).
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12. IN CLOSING:
This chaos will always be in your life while on earth

, your many

chaotic Orange Dots
being experienced one at a time, but keep in
mind that you have a Purpose on earth and by living that Purpose, you

can guarantee yourself the BIG Green Dot/Spot

. Alternatively,

get stuck in this
chaos, have a short term (earthly) Vision,
ignore all the warning signs, live as if earth is your only home (“One Life,
Live it” motto), ignore your quest to find your Purpose and worship the
Material things on earth and you might just be stuck with this
the end.

in

Just look how complicated life looks at Micro-level:

and how simple it actually is at Macro-level if we just Zoom out:
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That’s it!
Do not focus on your “earthly” Orange Dots in the wrong way (e.g.
formulating a common Vision, Mission and Objectives around money,
fame and fortune) and ignoring your Purpose, else you WILL move over
to the Red area forever. While in your Orange Dot, set your Vision,
Mission and Objectives on the future Bigger picture to aim for the Green
area:
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ANNEXURE A: INDIRECT PURPOSE
Do you know who these people are?



Nikollë and Dranafile Bojaxhiu (Bernai) and
William Edward Shore and Frances Smith

Does it matter?
I know who they are, because I searched them on Google, but I did not investigate them
further, so what I am about to say may not be fully accurate, but the aim is for you to get the
message.
The above people, although they may have had their own circle of Positive influence (or not),
loved and fed their child who later became famous and I believe went straight to Heaven.
Your life on earth (your Purpose) may not seem to be important or clear to you, but you
might be assisting someone else to live out their Purpose and indirectly you will be making
a huge difference to humanity!

So know that your Purpose may not be clear and directly linked
to making a difference or saving Souls!
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RECAP QUESTIONS:
NO
1

QUESTION
What are your typical/general or normal
objectives you have set for yourself
while on earth?

2

Why do so many not zoom out and look
at the Bigger picture instead?

3

We consist of mainly two lives. Which
one “lives” for around 29 220 days (God
willing)?

4

Tip: Sp_c_ _ l

And you are then born with a:

P_r_ _ s _

What should your real Strategic
Objectives be (formulate your own and
compare to 1 above):

6

Motivational Speakers and Strategic
consults helping you to find your dreams
and set goals, but usually only focus on
our small Orange Dots.

8

Tip: there are 5 things we have that
dictates our reality

Which one “lives” Forever?
If you are born, you are already:

5

7

YOUR ANSWER

This is however?
Sport Heroes, Movie Stars and other
celebs seem successful and “perfect”,
but are only so in their Orange Dots,
following them will not really help you get
into the key?
A president of a country, other important
ministers and Billionaire business men
seem successful and happy, but it is

Short T_r_ and
will not get you into He_v_n

Gr_ _ n Dot

Short T_r_ and
will not get you into H_ _v_ _
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Do not be an
gathering as much as you
can, rather be an eagle, no, rather be a satellite and see the
Bigger picture of life on earth:
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